Kinetic differences between level walking and ramp descent in individuals with unilateral transfemoral amputation using a prosthetic knee without a stance control mechanism.
Individuals with transfemoral amputation (TFA) have difficulty in descending ramps. Although individuals with TFA who descend ramps are speculated to have greater biomechanical demands, this has not been quantified. How do individuals with TFA wearing a prosthetic knee without a stance control mechanism adapt their gait biomechanics to a slightly declined surface? We retrospectively analyzed data of level walking and ramp descent (5° decline) from six subjects with TFA who used a prosthesis without a stance control mechanism. Ground reaction force and joint moment, power, and kinematics were derived from three-dimensional motion capture, combined with force measurement. Kinematic and kinetic variables were compared during level walking and ramp descent using the paired tests. Compared with level walking, ramp descent increased the maximum contralateral vertical ground reaction force by 16% of the body weight, on average (standard deviation: 20%). Ramp descent tended to induce smaller concentric hip power during late swing and greater hip eccentric power on the prosthetic-side during late stance. Greater biomechanical demands during ramp descent were indicated by increased maximum medial ground reaction force on both sides, and eccentric joint power of the contralateral ankle during stance. For individuals with TFA using a prosthetic knee without a stance control mechanism, descending a ramp can increase loading on the contralateral limb during the loading response; slower walking may alleviate the effect. Ramp descent can change prosthetic-side hip muscles' control of the swinging prosthetic limb, eccentric work on the contralateral ankle plantarflexors during stance, and mediolateral balance. All of these factors should be taken into consideration when individuals with TFA learn to descend a ramp.